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Details
Distance: 2.5 miles/4km

Difficulty:  
Moderate – some uneven footpaths 
and steep sections 

Refreshments:  
Meltham Convenience Store

How to Get Here: 
By bus: 324 Huddersfield to Meltham
By Road: Meltham Mills HD9 4EJ

Images © Talya Baldwin
Words © Charlotte Furness

MELTHAM: 
PLEASURE 
GROUND, 
MILL TOWN, 
MOORLAND.
This map was created as part of the River 
Holme Connections Routes Project, made 
possible thanks to generous funding from 
private donations.

River Holme Connections is 
passionate about making the river 
Holme catchment a better place  
for people and wildlife. 
www.riverholmeconnections.org
Registered Charity no: 1163873
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(3) 
Plants & Herbal Remedies
Over the centuries, areas on the outskirts of a village, 
would have been filled with trees, plants and herbs  
which would have been picked for their medicinal and 
household uses. 

The Hawthorn was known as a tree of protection and many 
myths and folklore surround this plant. It’s sometimes called 
the May Tree or Faerie Tree, and it’s said you must ask 
permission from the guardian of the tree before cutting the 
flowers to avoid bad luck. Many country people remember 
eating the leaves and calling them ‘bread and cheese’

Some people avoided bringing the flowers into the house, 
possibly because of their scent, which is said to resemble the 
smell of death! 


Continue to walk up the main tarmacked road, following the bends until you 
reach Sycamore Farm on your left. To your right, you’ll spot an elderflower 
tree with a bench beneath it next to a public footpath sign. Observe the view 
of the valley below you.  

(4) 
A village through the ages

As you gaze out, notice how high we’ve risen above the 
valley below. We’re also treading a path back in time. 
This view would have changed dramatically over the 
centuries. Evidence has been found dating to 300BC 
suggesting Iron Age settlements. At that time the valley 
would have been dense wood and Castle Hill would have 
been a hill top fort or settlement in the far distance. 

In the 19th century, mill workers’ houses were being 
erected to the left, and in the centre of the valley smoke 
would have billowed up from the mills below. What can you 
see now? 


Take the track road down through the farm. Ignore the large metal gate to 
your left and head into the trees down the stepped footpath into the valley. 
Walk over the bridge and turn left at the junction. Walk along the path until 
you reach a small clearing on your left by a small weir.

(8) 
Old Watermill & Brass Band 
This field has been a crucial meeting point for centuries. It 
marks the point where the stream water from the moorland 
meets the outskirts of the village. In this field there once 
stood a dyeworks and the water helped in the process of 
dyeing due to the softness of the water. This dyeworks had 
a water wheel to generate power and it was still visible as 
recently as 1950.

The second reason this place is so special is that many 
brass band performances have taken place in this field. 
Once a national brass band competition was held here in 
July 1872. 13 brass bands travelled from across the country 
and it attracted over 5,000 visitors. The train station (now 
Morrisons superstore) was so busy a queue snaked all the 
way from the station to this field.
 

Walk to the end of the road and cross over the main road. Head towards Bank 
Buildings - turn right down the side of the buildings and along the back of 
the houses. There was once a pub on this site and rumours of a bull ring! 
Turn right over the bridge and retrace your steps back through the pleasure 
grounds to the starting point

“  There is a charm about the trees just now that is entrancing. 
The mag stream, so clear, so sweet, is laughing 
As it rolls past rocky obstructions and gambols over the weir”

Cid, who enjoyed the pleasure grounds in 1894.

(1) 
A History of Industry at 
Meltham Mills
Stand with your back to the children’s play area and face Meltham Mills. 

Opposite is the large complex of Meltham Mills. Industry 
has been on this site for centuries, but rapidly expanded 
in 1774 when William Brook moved to Meltham and 
established the first woollen mill at Meltham Mills. 

Over the next 100years the site grew and production 
increased. Look to your left to see a row of houses to the 
right of the convenience store. These were some of the first 
mill workers homes to be built by the Brook family - some 
are still blackened by mill soot! 

The convenience store was once the Co-Op building, dating 
back to 1827; it was 18years older than the Rochdale Co-
Op, making it the first co-operative in the country!
 

Now walk into the park area. Go past the children’s playground and follow the 
path into the tree covered walk, taking care on uneven surfaces.

(5) 
Connect with Nature

Listening to the sounds of water can be very soothing. Find 
somewhere safe and comfortable to take a few moments 
to listen. Close your eyes and bring your awareness to the 
sensation of listening. Take a few deep breaths, focusing on 
slow out-breaths as you relax. What sounds can you hear in 
the water; bubbling or flowing, trickling or pounding, high 
or low pitch? Perhaps the sounds can help you imagine the 
feel of the water on your hands or feet? 

When you notice that you have been taken downstream 
by your thoughts, bring your attention back to listening. 
When you are ready, gently open your eyes and after a few 
moments, continue the walk.


Continue in the same direction you were walking before. When you walk past a 
bush in the middle of the path, take the right-hand fork and and walk back on 
yourself uphill. At the Kirklees footpath sign, keep left walking up the steeper 
path. At the next junction take the level path to your right through the bracken. 
Pause as you reach the tree on your left.

(6) 
Our Unique Moorland
The moorland you see high on the horizon is unique - not 
only to Meltham but the entire country. Springwater 
and rainwater is absorbed by the naturally occurring 
peatlands on the moor which acts as a sponge, 
preventing flooding of the valley below and providing a 
steady flow of water to the valley.

Peatlands absorb about 20 times more carbon dioxide than 
the UK’s woodlands, making it a vital landscape to protect. 
Moorland fires caused by careless visitors destroy the 
underlying peat and release all that carbon dioxide into  
the atmosphere. 


Continue on the path for about 500m until you reach a fork with a small oak 
tree between the two paths. Take the steep left-hand path upwards. Walk 
past an old stone quarry on your left and then emerge onto a narrow road. 
Head right, downhill into a residential area. 

Stop when you reach the junction and sign for Coronation Bungalows.

(7) 
Calmlands and Wetlands

Calmlands and Wetlands are two housing developments 
begun around 1897 by the Brook family for their rapidly 
growing workforce. 

The long row of terraced houses on your left are the back 
of the Wetlands development. Number 1 has a keystone 
with the lovely name Friendship Terrace. These houses 
were designed with garden space for growing plants and 
hanging washing. As mentioned before, the Brook family 
cared for their workers. Aside from houses, they were 
provided with a large dining hall in the mill for cooking 
and reheating food, a sick club, pension schemes, the co-op 
as mentioned earlier, and they were even taken on annual 
trips to the seaside! 


Walk down the road between Coronation Bungalows. Further down this road 
you will see more Victorian buildings. This area of Meltham was a model 
village, similar to that at Saltaire but on a smaller scale. Straight ahead, 
take the footpath between the houses and pause at the bottom looking into 
the field below.

(2) 
Meltham Pleasure Grounds

At its busiest, Meltham Mills employed almost 2,000 
workers – most of whom lived in the village. The Brook 
family were philanthropists and believed that a cared-for 
workforce was a more productive one. They paid for the 
pleasure grounds to be created in 1858 for the use of all 
workers and villagers.

Yorkshire landscape architect Joshua Major worked to 
create paths, bridges, rockeries, and even a waterfall 
cascade, the remains of which are still visible today about 
halfway through the grounds on your left. Major also 
planted a number of specimen trees not naturally found 
here, which are still present today. A team of volunteers is 
planting new trees to continue the legacy.

The pleasure grounds would have been a lovely place for the 
mill workers to relax after a tiring week in the mill!


Carefully cross the road to proceed up Royd Road. The building peeking through 
the trees to your left was once Meltham Convalescent Home,  built by Charles 
Brook in 1868 at a cost of £40,000 (£3mil today). It provided a calm and 
beautiful environment for people to recover from illnesses. Residents would 
have use of the pleasure grounds and the hospital was used until 1940. It is 
now private apartments.


